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Set No Limits On Yourself
Scott Doolan A Paraplegic In A Wheelchair With
No Use Of His Legs Climbed To The Foot Of
Mount Everest In 10 Days.

Just as has happened to
Scott Doolan life can
sometimes strike a cruel blow seemingly for
no good reason, but
was it for no reason
with Scott? Who really
knows?
The
use of both
of Scott’s legs were
taken from him at the
age of 17 in a terrible
motorcycle accident.
But from all this upset, struggle and dark
days has emerged this
very brave, strong
young man with a

powerful message to
all those people either
in a wheelchair or with
another disability or to
people who think that
they are being defeated
by their circumstances,
to just never ever give
up or give in.
Just find the strength
from within and find
the reason why and
what you are supposed
to be doing with your
life can inspire others
and help them overcome the problems and
setbacks they have had

in their life. It just goes
to show that the human
spirit is the most powerful presence on planet earth and cannot be
defeated.

hailen or “ Dubhshláin,” which combines
the Gaelic elements
“Dubh,” meaning dark,
with “shláin,” meaning
challenge or defiance.

The Doolan History,
Family Crest & Coat
of Arms.
Throughout
history,
very few Irish surnames have exclusively
maintained
their original forms.
Before being translated into English from
Irish Gaelic, Doolan
appeared as O Dob-

Early Origins of the
Doolan family.
The surname Doolan
was first
found in
Leinster, where they
are believed to be
descended from Eochaidh, King of Leinster, and became one
of the “Seven septs of
Leix.”.
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This Newspaper Is Proudly
Australian, Family Owned,
Operated And Published
In Australia.

Environmental
Statement

Derek and Cath White
Owners
Derek Senior Editor
Cath Executive Director

Neil and Evelyne Clark
Founding Members
and
Senior Advisors

This is an online paper helping minimise the impact on the environment. If you have any questions, enquiries or wish to advertise in our
paper please phone or email our Sydney Office (02) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 or info@thegoodnewsnp.com.au
cath@thegoodnewsnp.com.au

www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

We Report On & Publish Endless Weekly
Waves Of Environmentally Friendly Good News,
Inspirational Stories & Positive Solutions
All Around The World To Help Make
People’s Lives Better.
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Scott Doolan Climbs Everest In
A Wheelchair
By Scott Doolan

now no one can have
any more excuses!!!
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Discover From Will Smith
What It Will Actually Take
For You To Make It In
Your Chosen Game In Life

If You Want It Bad Enough You
Will Get It, But If You’re WishyWashy On It You Will Fail At It.
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“Can You Stand And Fight Or Do You Just Run?”

Rhett Junker

Let Rhett Junker Founder,
Fight Rite Gym teach you
how to stand and fight
back against the bullies of
life...
Rhett has been Training
in the Martial Arts for 37
years, now teaching for
over 20 years. Rhett originally began training in
Judo at age 10 but soon
moved on to Tae Kwon Do
which he stayed with until
he was 17. At 17 he joined

the
Australian Regular
Army and after basic training was posted to Melbourne. After searching
the entire city Rhett found
Mr. Bob Jones, the Founder of Zen Do Kai, who he
began to train with and 30
years later is still a student
of and Chief Instructor for
Zen Do Kai in NSW.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

http://www.fightrite.com.au
Contact Us:

1st Floor Cnr Sunnyholt and Tattersall Roads
Blacktown NSW 2148
02 9831 4407 (+61 2 9831 4407)
0419 915 509 (+61 419 915 509)
General enquires: info@fightrite.com.au
Rhett: rhett@fightrite.com.au
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See If You Can Guess What
Bruce Lee’s Famous Quote
Really Means
Please Click On The Picture To Watch The Video
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Dear Readers, Please Get Behind A Great
Youth Radio Station In Perth Western
Australia That’s Making A Difference

http://www.youthjamradio.com

Perth’s Positive
Alternative
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Easy Home Grown Vegetables,
Yum Yum In My Tum Tum
By Self Sufficient Me
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Why Suffer? Be Happy Again

Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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For Our Sweet Tooth Readers:

Here’s A No Bake Chocolate
Éclair Cake
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your LIFE and
other people’s lives better.

“life is like a donut. the more
you consume it the sweeter
your life will be”
Derek White © April 2018
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Revealed: Bruce Lee’s Top
Ten Secrets For Success
Please click on the picture to watch the video

you will be amazed at how
you can use them to succeed
in your life. a genius for all
time. his teaching will still
be used well into the future
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An Introduction To Banjo
Geoffrey
(Please Click On The Picture To Play The Video)

For Bookings Please Call Or Text Geoffrey On 0434 544 181

Welcome To The Start Of Your“Banjo Journey”
You have started on a
wonderful journey of
discovery. In your first
block of lessons you will
begin with the basics.
By basics we mean the
fundementals of hand
positions, picking patterns, timing and rythm.
Some student travelers
take longer than others.
Be patient and practice
well.
Once you have mastered
these basics you will
have laid the foundations of your musical
road. From there you can
choose to travel alone or
with a guide.
Listen, watch and learn

from your guide and you Rhythm, timing & prowill travel well. The road gress assessment.
begins...Start!!
Lesson 5:
Assessments, review of
picking patterns, rhythm
Lesson Block 1.
Introductions, hand posi- and timing.
tions and basic picking
patterns.
In the
above lesson
block you will be introduced to your first tune
Lesson 2:
whether it is three-finger
Hand positions, progress, scruggs style or Dropmore picking patterns, thumb Mountain 2 finger.
progress.
Depending on your pracAssessment.
tice and determination
you should be making
Lesson 3:
some progress towards
playing your first tune
Progress in picking tec- with a reasonable degree
of confidence.
niques.
Lesson 4:
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By Bob Tom

Scientists have disputed if water has
any effect on weight
loss, but almost 59%
of adults in the US
believe it does, and
these are some of
the reasons why. For
those looking for the
light at the end of the
tunnel, why not try
water to help you lose
weight? Here are a
few reasons why you
need to think of water as an assistant in
weight loss.

Almost 75% of us
are dehydrated at any
one time. So try to
take some water when
you find yourself next
time you’re craving food in between
meals.
TIP: Drink water (1
glass) about half an
hour before a meal,
but not closer. Drinking too close to the
meal dilutes your
stomach acid.
2. Reduce Calories.

1. Keep hydrated,
eat less.
Drinking water regularly prevents you
When you are dehy- from drinking high
drated you tend to calorie drinks that will
eat more. This is be- increase your weight.
cause we want to eat Instead of water we
more than we want to tend to replace it with
drink water. Whenev- milk flavoured cofer you’re hungry, you fee, tea, fruit juices,
grab food the minute and soft drinks. These
the signal is sent but drinks are high in calwe tend to ignore our ories so switching to
thirst signal until it water you of course
becomes unbearable. consume less calories.

3. Increased energy.

fruit juice (10%).

Even being a little
dehydrated can cause
you to lose energy and
be sluggish and we
tend to go for high
calorie snacks to motivate us. Drinking
water helps to boost
energy and you will
want to use it for exercise which helps to
reduce your weight
and you will consume
less calories.

5. Healthy Joints.
Sometimes we feel
like our joints need
some lubrication, and
water helps to do this.
Water is a main component of synovial
fluid that is found in
the joints, and helps
to reduce friction and
protect your joints
from injury.

4. Boost your
tabolism.

me-

TIP: Eat foods with
high water concentration.
Grapefruit
contains 91% water. Watermelon and
strawberries contain
92% water. Cucumber
and lettuce contain
96% water.

Drinking more water
(especially cold water) helps to increase
the energy you expend
even while at rest - up Article continued on
to 400 kilojoules for page...17.
every two liters of
water you drink.
TIP: When you’re
tired of plain old water, add some lemon
for flavor, or a bit of
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.
How Tuned Up Is Your Mind? Here Is This Week’s 178th Edition Crossword.
Across

1

1 hair grown
above top lip (9)

21 place yourself in
a chair (3)
23 abbr dimension
lengthwise (2)

22

17

18

Last Week’s Solution.

23

24

25
27

26
28

29

5 huge fortresss
(6)
6 hello (2)
7 half the width of
an em (pl) (3)
11 abbr return on
investments (3)
17 finishes (4)
18 abbr digital
subscriber line
(3)
19 requires (5)

24 science
concerned with
the production,
consumption and
transfer of
wealth (9)

22 within (2)

27 surface we drive
our cars on (4)

26 abbr Charles
Darwin
University (3)

29 total (8)

7

20
21

14 something
referred to
earlier (2)

6

14
16

19

13 abbr Original
character (2)

20 beings from
another planet
(pl) (6)

13
15

12 abbr of man's
name (2)

5

11

12

10 mum and dad (7)

19 abbr north south
(2)

4
9

10

9 water coming
from clouds (4)

16 rushed away (4)

3

8

8 mate (3)

15 outlet for leaving
a building (4)

2

21 couch (4)
25 noise of a cow
(3)

28 exist (2)

Down
1 type of tree (pl)
(6)
2 hello in Spanish
(3)
3 onlookers (10)
4 fake (10)
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Is Bruce Lee Back?
You Decide
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Makes You Healthier
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By Bob Tom

6. Liver Functions
Your liver helps to remove waste
from your body and to metabolize fat. Drinking water regularly helps the liver to carry out its
functions unhindered.

6. Liver functions
Your liver helps to
remove waste from
your body and to metabolize fat. Drinking
water regularly helps
the liver to carry out
its functions unhindered.
7. Body health consciousness.
Humans are creatures
of habit and carrying
a water bottle everyday can help you
to take better care of
your body as you set
your goal to drink at
least two liters of water everyday.
You will start to slow-

ly become conscious Staying hydrated beof your food intake fore and after doing
exercise helps with
and exercises.
muscle growth and reTIP: When you have sponse.
a headache don’t always rush to get an TIP: Being thirsty
aspirin, take some means you are dehywater instead and you drated. Try to drink
might find that head- water at regular interache was just your vals, and don’t wait
body telling you to to get thirsty.
take some water.
We are always advised to drink 2 lit8. Muscle build up
ers of water everyday
We sometimes find (equivalent to eight
our muscles aren’t glasses of water).
as strong as they
look and this is be- This,
however, is
cause
dehydration completely dependent
causes loss of mus- on the individual. For
cle strength and slow example, people who
muscle
response. are active and sweat

a lot may need more to keep you healthy,
water than those who as your body will get
rid of waste efficientare not as active.
ly and you will never
Don’t overdo your be at a loss of energy
consumption, as it when you need some
can cause water tox- to go through the day.
icity, which can lead
to death. Keep to the BiggieTips - Tips and
safe threshold of two Tricks for your daily
liters of water (67 life ( http://www.biggietips.com )
ounces).
Don’t always go for
the high energy foods
or candy to boost you
in a day, as they help
only to increase your
weight and make you
lose the energy you
need shortly after.

We are dedicated to
BIG TIPS to help
you get things done
more efficiently. You
will master how to do
everything in a bigger
way and live smarter.

Topics include Home,
Drinking water as Health,
Lifestyle,
you should will help Travel, Technology,

Entertainment, Business and Video.
* FB - http://www.
facebook.com/biggietips
* Twitter - @BiggieTips
* Pinterest - @BiggieTips
Article
Source:
http://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Bob_
Tom/2362899
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

Easy 178th

Sudoku

Medium 178th

Hard 178th

Last week’s solutions 177th Edition

Easy

Medium

Hard
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Is It Your TURN To
Lead?
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

By Richard Brody

Potential leaders must
be developed, and
nurtured, in such a
way, in order to be
ready - for - prime time!

tempt to briefly review, examine and
consider what this
represents and why it
is a sensible approach
and commitment.

How can we expect
someone to immediately be prepared for
all the challenges,
and skills? True leaders need to make a
meaningful difference
for the better since
there’s no such thing
as a born - leader, but
rather, true leaders
must be created.

1. Trendsetter; timely; thought process;
thorough:
Waiting
you turn does not
mean merely trying
to become a clone
of others, but rather
learning from and
taking advantage of
their experiences, expertise, judgment and
wisdom!

Rather you should
seek to be a trendsetter, who possesses a
quality, thought process and commits to
being thorough, and
considering
issues,
both wisely and in a
timely, well - considWith that in mind, ered manner!
this article will at- 2. Integrity; ideas;
If you hope to become a quality leader,
you must be willing
to wait until it’s your
TURN. So you might
learn from others and
become the best you
can be!

imagination;
ogy:

ideol- and ensure, they are
focused on serving the
common good, rathEither one maintains er than any personal
absolute integrity or agenda and/ or self others will generally, interest?
end up lacking belief
in that individual or When leaders care
maintaining any faith deeply and are comin him!
mitted they generally
inspire and motivate
Your ideas must be others, in a positive
relevant,
sustain- way! How will you
able and introduced proceed in order to
with an imagination make your mark for
which motivates and the better?
inspires, while being
aligned with the core 4. Empathy; enerideology of your or- gy; emphasis; excelganization!
lence; enrich:

ties and the common
good, will enrich constituents and optimize
the possibilities.
When you’re ready
to wait rather than try
to rush into a leadership position, he will
make his TURN at
being a quality leader
more relevant, meaningful and focused!
Will you be up to that
commitment?

pany, PLAN2LEAD,
LLC has an informative website http://
plan2lead.net
and
Plan2lead can also be
followed on Facebook
http://facebook.com/
Plan2lead
Article Source: https://EzineArticles.
com/expert/Richard_
Brody/492539

Richard has owned
businesses, been a
COO, CEO, Director
of Development, consultant, professionally
run events, consulted
to thousands of leaders, and conducted
personal development
seminars, for 4 decades.

3. Motivations; moti- Quality
leadership
vate; make mark:
must be based on focus
and genuine empathy,
Will you be willing if one is to make a real
to, with the utmost de- difference for the betgree of objective in- ter! This alignment of
trospection, consider relevant energy, with
and examine your per- an emphasis on seek- Rich has written three
sonal motivations, for ing excellence and ad- books and thousands
wanting to be a leader, dressing goals, priori- of articles. His com-
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Crosswords + Puzzles

Word Search 178th Edition

177th Edition Word
Search Solution
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To Find The Artist In You
Buy And Read This Book
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.

all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
Nick, Chris and life in a wheelchair.
all the fantasic
staff at Burwood Since then they have
Back Pain have been rescued me from
my saving grace. quite a number of
serious spinal and
Years ago after a neck problems. I canvery serious lower not recommend them
back collapse when all highly enough.
I was bent over and Derek White.
doubled up in serious
pain, Nick, Chris and

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
Whole Page Advertising With Full Colour: $50 plus gst Per
Week ($55.00)
Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

Half Page Advertising
With Full Colour $25 plus
gst Per Week ($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50 plus
gst Per Week

1/3rd Of A Page Advertising With Full Colour

= $6.25 plus gst Per Week ($6.87)

1/6th Of A Page Advertising
With Full Colour
$3.12 plus gst Per Week ($3.43)
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?
130th Edition 4th April 2017

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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